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ABSTRACT

A stochastic model based on insights of Mandelbrot (1953) and Simon (1955) is discussed
against the background of new criteria of adequacy that have become available recently as a
result of studies of the similarity relations between words as found in large computerized text
corpora.
FREQUENCY

DISTRIBUTIONS

Various models for word frequency distributions
have been developed since Zipf (1935) applied
the zeta distribution to describe a wide range of
lexical data. Mandelbrot (1953, 1962)extended
Zipf's distribution 'law'
K
f, = ?x,

(i)

where fi is the sample frequency of the ith type
in a ranking according to decreasing frequency,
with the parameter B,
K
f~ = B + i ~ '

(2)

by means of which fits are obtained t h a t are more

accurate with respect to the higher frequency
words. Simon (1955, 1960) developed a stochastic process which has the Yule distribution
f, = A B ( i , p + 1),

(3)

with the parameter A and B(i, p + i) the Beta
function in (i,p + I), as its stationary solutions.
For i --~ oo, (3) can be written as

f~ ~ r(p + 1)i-(.+I)

,

in other words, (3) approximates Zipf's law with
respect to the lower frequency words, the tail of
*I a m indebted to Kl~as van H a m , Richard Gill, Bert
Hoeks and Erlk Schils for stimulating discussions on the
statistical analysis of lexical similarity relations.

the distribution. Other models, such as G o o d
(1953), Waring-Herdan (Herdan 1960, Muller
1979) and Sichel (1975), have been put forward,
all of which have Zipf's law as some special or
limiting form. Unrelated to Zipf's law is the
lognormal hypothesis, advanced for word frequency distributions by Carroll (1967, 1969),
which gives rise to reasonable fits and is widely
used in psycholinguistic research on word frequency effects in mental processing.
A problem that immediately arises in the context of the study of word frequency distributions concerns the fact that these distributions
have two important characteristics which they
share with other so-called large number of rare
events (LNRE) distributions (Orlov and Chitashvili 1983, Chltashvili and Khmaladze 1989),
namely that on the one hand a huge number of
different word types appears, and that on the
other hand it is observed that while some events
have reasonably stable frequencies, others occur
only once, twice, etc. Crucially, these rare events
occupy a significant portion of the list of all
types observed. The presence of such large n u m bers of very low frequency types effects a significant bias between the rank-probability distribution and the rank-frequency distributions leading to the contradiction of the c o m m o n mean
of the law of large numbers, so that expressions
concerning frequencies cannot be taken to approximate expressions concerning probabilities.
The fact that for L N R E distributions the rankprobability distributions cannot be reliably estimated on the basis of rank-frequency distributions is one source of the lack of goodness-of-fit
often observed when various distribution 'laws'
are applied to empirical data. Better results are
obtained with Zipfian models when Orlov and
Chitashvili's (1983) extended generalized Zipf's
law is used.
A second problem which arises when the appropriateness of the various lexical models is
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considered, the central issue of the present discussion, concerns the similarity relations among
words in lexical distributions. These empirical
similarity relations, as observed for large corpora
of words, impose additional criteria on the adequacy of models for word frequency distributions.

Table i: Spearman rank correlation analysis of
the neighborhood density and frequency effects
for empirical and theoretical words of length 4.
dens.

~e

t

SIMILARITY RELATIONS
There is a growing consensus in psycholinguistic research that word recognition depends not
only on properties of the target word (e.g. its
length and frequency), but also upon the number
and nature of its lexical competitors or neighbors. The first to study similarity relations
among lexical competitors in the lexicon in relation to lexical frequency were Landauer and
Streeter (1973). Let a seighbor be a word that
differs in exactly one phoneme (or letter) from
a given target string, and let the neighborhood
be the set of all neighbors, i.e. the set of all
words at H a m m i n g distance 1 from the target.
Landauer and Streeter observed that (1) highfrequency words have more neighbors than lowfrequency words (the neighborhood density effect), and that (2) high-frequency words have
higher-frequency neighbors than low-frequency
words (the neighborhood frequency effect). In
order to facilitate statistical analysis, it is convenient to restate the neighborhood frequency
effect as a correlation between the target's number of neighbors and the frequencies of these
neighbors, rather than as a relation between
the target's frequency and the frequencies of its
neighbors - - targets with many neighbors having
higher frequency neighbors, and hence a higher
mean neighborhood frequency .f,~ than targets
with few neighbors. In fact, both the neighborhood density and the neighborhood frequency
effect are descriptions of a single property of
lexical space, namely that its dense similarity
regions are populated by the higher frequency
types. A crucial property of word frequency distributions is that the lexical similarity effects occur not only across but also within word lengths.
Figure 1A displays the rank-frequency distribution of Dutch monomorphemic phonologically
represented stems, function words excluded, and
charts the lexical similarity effects of the subset
of words with length 4 by means of boxplots.
These show the mean (dotted line), the median,
the upper and lower quartiles, the most extreme
data points within 1.5 times the interquartile
range, and remaining outliers for the number of
neighbors ( # n ) against target frequency (neighborhood density), and for the mean frequency of
the neighbors of a target (f,~) against the hum-

r,

df
freq.

rs
7"i2
t
df

Dutch
0.24
0.06
9.16
1340
0.51
0.26
21.65
1340

Mand.
0.65
0.42
68.58
6423
0.62
0.38
63.02
6423

Mand.-Simon
0.31
O.I0
11.97
1348
0.61
0.37
28.22
1348

ber of neighbors of the target (neighborhood frequency), for targets grouped into frequency and
density classes respectively. Observe that the
rank-frequency distribution of monomorphemic
Dutch words does not show up as a straight
line in a double logarithmic plot, that there is
a small neighborhood density effect and a somewhat more pronounced neighborhood frequency
effect. A Spearman rank correlation analysis
reveals that the lexlcal similarity effects of figure 1A are statistically highly significant trends
(p <~ 0.001), even though the correlations themselves are quite weak (see table 1, column 1): in
the case of lexical density only 6% of the variance
is explained. 1
STOCHASTIC

MODELLING

By themselves, models of the kind proposed
by Zipf, Herdan and Muller or Sichel, even
though they may yield reasonable fits to particular word frequency distributions, have no bearing on the similarity relations in the lexicon.
The only model that is promising in this respect
is that of Mandelbrot (1953, 1962). Mandelbrot derived his modification of Zipf's law (2)
on the basis of a Markovlan model for generating words as strings of letters, in combination
with some assumptions concerning the cost of
transmitting the words generated in some optimal code, giving a precise interpretation to
Zipf's 'law of abbreviation'. Miller (1057), wishing to avoid a teleological explanation, showed
that the Zipf-Mandelbrot law can also be derived under slightly different assumptions. Interestingiy, Nusbaum (1985), on the basis of simulation results with a slightly different neighbor
definition, reports that the neighborhood density
and neighborhood frequency effects occur within
XNote that the larger value of r~ for the neighborhood
frequency eiTect is a direct consequence of the fact that
the frequencies of the neighbors of each target are a~eraged before they enter into the calculations, masking
m u c h of the variance.
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distributions of Dutch phonological stems. F r o m left to right: double logarithmic plot of rank i versus
frequency fi, boxplot of frequency class F C (1:1;2:2-4;3:5-12;4:13-33;5:34-90;6:91-244;7:245+)
versus
number of neighbors # n (length 4), and boxplot of density class D C ( 1:1-3;2:4-6;3:7-9;4:10-12;5:1315;6:16-19;7:20+) versus m e a n frequency of neighbors fn (length 4). (Note that not all axes are scaled
equally across the three distributions). N: number of tokens, V: number of types.
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a given word length when the transition probabilities are not uniformly distributed. Unfortunately, he leaves unexplained why these effects
occur, and to what extent his simulation is a
realistic model of lexical items as used in real
speech.
In order to come to a more precise understanding of the source and nature of the lexical similarity effects in natural language we studied two
stochastic models by means of computer simulations. We first discuss the Markovian model
figuring in Mandelbrot's derivation of (2).
Consider a first-order Markov process. Let
A = { 0 , 1 , . . . , k } be the set of phonemes of
the language, with 0 representing the terminating character space, and let T~ : (P~j)i,jeA with
P00 = 0. If X,~ is the letter in the r,th position of
a string, we define P(Xo = i) = po~, i E A. Let
y be a finite string ( / o , / 1 , . . . , / m - z ) for m E N
and define X (m) := (Xo, X I , . . . , X m - 1 ) , then

In order to obtain a realistic, non-trivial theoretical word distribution comparable with the
empirical data of figure 1A, the transition matrix
7~ was constructed such that it generated a subset of phonotactically legal (possible) monomorphematic strings of Dutch by conditioning consonant CA in the string X~XjC~ on Xj and the
segmental nature (C or V) of Xi, while vowels
were conditioned on the preceding segment only.
This procedure allowed us to differentiate between e.g. phonotactically legal word initial kn
and illegalword final k• sequences, at the same
time avoiding full conditioning on two preceding segments, which, for four-letterwords, would
come uncomfortably close to building the probabilitiesof the individual words in the database
into the model.
The rank-frequency distribution of 58300
types and 224567 tokens (disregarding strings of
length 1) obtained by means of this (second order) Markov process shows up in a double Iogarithrnic plot as roughly linear (figure IB). Although the curve has the general Zipfian shape,
the deviations at head and tailare present by necessity in the light of Rouault (1978). A comparison with figure 1A reveals that the large surplus
of very low frequency types is highly unsatisfactory. The model (given the present transition
matrix) failsto replicate the high rate of use of
the relativelylimited set of words of natural language.
The lexlcal similarity effects as they emerge
for the simulated strings of length 4 are displayed
in the boxplots of figure lB. A very pronounced
neighborhood density effect is found, in combination with a subdued neighborhood frequency
effect (see table 1, column 2).
The appearance of the neighborhood density
effect within a fixed string length in the Markovian scheme with non-uniformly distributed p~j
can be readily understood in the simple case
of the first order Markov model outlined above.
Since neighbors are obtained by substitution of
a single element of the phoneme inventory A,
two consecutive transitional probabilities of (4)
have to be replaced. For increasing target probability p~,, the constituting transition probabilities Pij must increase, so that, especially for
non-trivial m, the neighbors y E Ct will generally be protected against low probabilities py.
Consequently, by (5), for fixed length m, higher
frequency words will have more neighbors than
lower frequency words for non-uniformly distributed transition probabilities.
The fact that the lexical similarity effects
emerge for target strings of the same length is
a strong point in favour of a Markovian source

Pv := p ( X ( " ) = l~) = Po~01~0~l...l~.._0~,_,.
(4)
The string types of varying length m, terminating with the space and without any intervening
space characters, constitute the words of the theoretical vocabulary

s,,,

:=

{(io, i~,...,~,,_=,o):
ij E A \ O,j = O , I , . . . , m -

2, m E N}.

With N~ the token frequency of type y
V the number of different types, the
tor (N~,N~= , . . . . N~v) is multinomially
tributed. Focussing on the neighborhood
sity effect, and defining the neighborhood
target string yt for fixed length rn as
Ct

:=

and
vecdisdenof a

~y E S,,, : 3!i e {0, 1 , . . . , m - 2}
such that yl ¢ yt} ,

we have that the expected number of neighbors
of Yt equals

E[V(Ct)] = ~

{1 - (1 - p~)N},

(5)

IIEC,

with N denoting the number of trials (i.e. the
number of tokens sampled). Note that when the
transition matrix 7) defines a uniform distribution (all pi# equal), we immediately have that
the expected neighborhood density for length rnl
is identical for all targets Yt, while for length
m~ > rnl the expected density will be less than
that at length ml, since p(,n=) < p(,m) given
(4). With E[Ny] = Np~, we find that the neighborhood density effect does occur across word
lengths, even though the transition probabilities
are uniformly distributed.
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Markovian process is fittedas a front end to Simon's stochastic process, a hybrid model results
that has the desired properties, since the latter
process can be used to force the required high
intensity of use on the types of its input distribution. The Markovian front end of the model
can be thought of as defining a probability distribution that reflectsthe ease with which words
can be pronounced by the h u m a n vocal tract,
an implementation of phonotaxis. The second
component of the model can be viewed as simulating interferingfactors pertaining to language
use. Extralinguisticfactors codetermine the extent to which words are put to use, independently of the slot occupied by these words in the
network of similarity relations,~ and m a y effect
a substantial reduction of the lexlcal similarity
effects.
Qualitatively satisfying results were obtained
with this 'Mandelbrot-Simon' stochastic model,
using the transition matrix of figure IB for the
Markovlan front end and fixing Simon's birth
rate a at 0.01.s A n additional parameter, Vc,
the criticalnumber of types for which the switch
from the front end to what we will refer to as
the component of use is made, was fixed at 2000.
Figure 1C shows that both the general shape of
the rank-frequency curve in a double logarithmic grid, as well as the lexical similarityeffects
(table 1, column 3) are highly similar to the empirical observations (figure 1A). Moreover, the
overall number of types (4848) and the number
of types of length 4 (1350) closely approximate
the empirical numbers of types (4455 and 1342
respectively),and the same holds for the overall
numbers of tokens (291944 and 224567) respectively. Only the number of tokens of length 4
is overestimated by a factor 2. Nevertheless, the
type-token ratio is far more balanced than in the
originalMarkovian scheme. Given that the transitionmatrix models only part of the phonotaxis
of Dutch, a perfect match between the theoretical and empirical distributionsis not to be expected.
The present results were obtained by implementing Simon's stochastic model in a slightly
modified form, however. Simon's derivation of
the Yule-distribution builds on the assumption
that each r grows proportionaly with N, an as-

for word frequency distributions. Unfortunately,
comparing the results of figure 1B with those
of figure 1A, it appears that the effects are of
the wrong order of magnitude: the neighborhood
density effectis far too strong, the neighborhood
frequency effectsomewhat too weak. The source
of this distortioncan be traced to the extremely
large number of types generated (6425) for a
number of tokens (74618) for which the empirical
data (64854 tokens) allow only 1342 types. This
large surplus of types gives rise to an inflated
neighborhood density effect, with the concomitant effect that neighborhood frequency is scaled
down. Rather than attempting to address this
issue by changing the transition matrix by using
a more constrained but less realisticdata set,
another option is explored here, namely the idea
to supplement the Markovian stochastic process
with a second stochastic process developed by
Simon (1955), by means of which the intensive
use can be modelled to which the word types of
natural language are put.
Consider the frequency distribution of e.g. a
corpus that is being compiled, and assume that
at some stage of compilation N word tokens have
been observed. Let n (Jr) be the number of word
types that have occurred exactly r times in these
first N words. If we allow for the possibilities
that both new types can be sampled, and old
types can be re-used, Simon's model in its simplest form is obtained under the three assumptions that (1) the probabilitythat the (N + 1)-st
word is a type that has appeared exactly r times
is proportional to r ~ Iv), the s u m m e d token frequencies of all types with token frequency r at
stage N, that (2) there is a constant probability
c~ that the (N-f 1)-stword represents a new type,
and that (3) all frequencies grow proportionaly
with N, so that
n~(Iv+l)

N + 1
g~'-----V = "-W-- for all r, lv.

Simon (1955) shows that the Yule-distribution
(3) follows from these assumptions. When the
third assumption is replaced by the assumptions
that word types are dropped with a probability proportional to their token frequency, and
that old words are dropped at the same rate at
which new word types are introduced so that
the total number of tokens in the distribution is
a constant, the Yule-distribution is again found
to follow (Simon 1960).
By itself, this stochastic process has no explanatory value with respect to the similarity
relations between words. It specifies use and reuse of word types, without any reference to segmental constituency or length. However, when a

2For instance, the Dutch word kuip, 'barrel', is a lowfrequency type in the present-day language, due to the
fact that its d e n o t a t u m has almost completely dropped
out of use. Nevertheless, it was a high-frequency word
in earlier centuries, to which the high frequency of the
surname ku~perbears witness.
~The new types entering the distribution at rate
were generated by means of the tr~nsitlon matrix of figure
113.
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sumption that does not lend itselfto implementation in a stochastic process. Without this assumption, rank-frequency distributionsare generated that depart significantlyfrom the empirical rank-frequency curve, the highest frequency
words attracting a very large proportion of all
tokens. By replacing Simon's assumptions 1 and
3 by the 'rule of usage' that

intensive use of the lower and intermediate frequency ranges when selection of ranks is proportional to (6).
The 'rule of usage' (6) implies that higher
frequency words contribute less to the average
amount of information than might be expected
on the basis of their relative sample frequencies. Interestingly, there is independent evidence
for this prediction. It is well known that the
higher-frequency types have more (shades of)
meaning(s) than lower-frequency words (see e.g.
Reder, Anderson and Bjork 1974, Paivio, Yuille
and Madigan 1968). A larger number of meanings is correlated with increased contextual dependency for interpretation. Hence the amount
of information contributed by such types out of
context (under conditions of statistical independence) is less than what their relative sample
frequencies suggest, exactly as modelled by our
rule of usage.
Note that this semantic motivation for selection proportional to H, makes it possible
to avoid invoking external principles such as
'least effort'or 'optimal coding' in the mathematical definition of the model, principles that
have been criticizedas straining one's credulity
(Miller 1957).4

the probabilitythat the ( N + 1)-stword
is a type that has appeared exactly r
times is proportional to

H,. :=

] ~ , ~'~ log

,

(6)

theoretical rank-frequency distributions of the
desired form can be obtained. Writing
v ( , ' ) "=

rn~

for the probability of re-using any type that has
been used r times before, H, can be interpreted
as the contribution of all types with frequency
r to the total entropy H of the distribution of
ranks r, i.e. to the average amount of information
lz =

FUNCTION

P

WORDS

Up till now, we have focused on the modelling
of monomorphemic Dutch words, to the exclusion of function words and morphologically complex words. One of the reasons for this approach concerns the way in which the shape of
the rank-frequency curves differs substantially
depending on which kinds of words are included
in the distribution. As shown in figure 2, the
curve of monomorphemic words without function words is highly convex. When function
words are added, the head of the tail is straightened out, while the addition of complex words
brings the tail of the distribution (more or less)
in line with Zipf's law. Depending on what kind
of distribution is being modelled, different criteria of adequacy have to be met.
Interestingly, function words, - - articles, pronouns, conjunctions and prepositions, the socalled closed classes, among which we have also
reckoned the auxiliary verbs - - typically show up
as the shortest and most frequent (Zipf) words in
frequency distributions. In fact, they are found
with raised frequencies in the the empirical rankfrequency distribution when compared with the
curve of content words only, as shown in the first

Selection of ranks according to (6) rather than
proportional to rnT (Simon's assumption I) ensures that the highest ranks r have lowered probabilities of being sampled, at the same time
slightly raising the probabilities of the intermediate ranks r. For instance, the 58 highest
ranks of the distributionof figure 1C have somewhat raised,the complementary 212 ranks somewhat lowered probability of being sampled. The
advantage of using (6) is that unnatural rankfrequency distributionsin which a small number
of types assume exceedingly high token frequencies are avoided.
The proposed rule of usage can be viewed as a
means to obtain a better trade-offin the distribution between maximalization of information
transmission and optimalization of the cost of
coding the information. To see this, consider
an individual word type Z/. In order to minimalize the cost of coding C(y) = -log(Pr(y)),
high-frequency words should be re-used. Unfortunately, these high-frequency words have the
lowest information content. However, it can be
shown that maximalization of information transmission requires the re-use of the lowest frequency types (H, is maximal for uniformly distributed p(r)). Thus we have two opposing requirements, which balance out in favor of a more

4In this respect, Miller's (1957) alternative derivation
of (2) in terms of random spacing is unconvincingin the
light of the phonotactlc constraints on word structure.
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Figure 2: Rank-frequency plots for Dutch phonological sterns. From left to right: monomorphemic
words without function words, monomorphemic words and function words, complete distribution.
tribution. Since the present theory is of a phonological rather than a morphological nature, this
parameter models the (occasional) appearance
of new simplex words in the language only, and
cannot be used to model the influx of morphologically complex words.
First, morphological word formation processes
may give rise to consonant clusters that are permitted when they span morpheme boundaries,
but that are inadmissible within single morphemes. This difference in phonotactic patterning within and across morphemes already rereales that morphologically complex words have
a dLf[erent source than monomorpherpJc words.
Second, each word formation process, whether
compounding or affixation of sufr-txes like -mess
and -ity, is characterized by its own degree of
productivity. Quantitatively, differences in the
degree of productivity amount to differences in
the birth rates at which complex words appear
in the vocabulary. Typically, such birth rates,

two graphs of figure 2. Miller, N e w m a n & Friedm a n (1958), discussing the finding that the frequential characteristics of function words differ
markedly from those of content words, argued
that (1958:385)
Inasmuch as the division into two
classes of words was independent of the
frequencies of the words, we might have
expected it to simply divide the sample in half, each half retaining the statistical properties of the whole. Since
this is clearly not the case, it is obvious that Mandelbrot's approach is
incomplete. The general trends for
all words combined seem to follow a
stochastic pattern, but when we look
at syntactic patterns, differences begin
to appear which will require linguistic,
rather than mere statistical, explanations.
In the Mandelbrot-Simon model developed here,
neither the Markovian front end nor the proposed rule of usage are able to model the extremely high intensity of use of these function
words correctly without unwished-for side effects
on the distribution of content words. However,
given that the semantics of function words are
not subject to the loss of specificity that characterizes high-frequency content words, function
words are not subject to selection proportional
to H~. Instead, some form of selection proportional to rn~ probably is more appropriate here.

which can be expressed as E[n~]
where n~ and
Nl
,
A r' denote the number of types occurring once
only and the number of tokens of the frequency
distributions of the corresponding morphological categories (Basyen 1989), assume values that
are significantly higher that the birth rate c~ of
monomorphemic words. Hence it is impossible
to model the complete lexical distribution without a worked-out morphological component that
specifies the word formation processes of the language and their degrees of productivity.
While actual modelling of the complete distribution is beyond the scope of the present paper,
we m a y note that the addition of birth rates for
word formation processes to the model, necessitated by the additional large numbers of rare

MORPHOLOGY
The Mandelbrot-Simon model has a single parameter ~ that allows new words to enter the dis-
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words that appear in the complete distribution,
ties in nicely with the fact that the frequency
distributions of productive morphological categories are prototypical LNRE distributions, for
which the large values for the numbers of types
occurring once or twice only are characteristic.
With respect to the effect of morphological
structure on the lexical similarity effects, we finally note that in the empirical data the longer
word lengths show up with sharply diminished
neighborhood density. However, it appears that
those longer words which do have neighbors are
morphologically complex. Morphological structure raises lexical density where the phonotaxis
fails to do so: for long monomorphemic words
the huge space of possible word types is sampled
too sparcely for the lexical similarity effects to
emerge.
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